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Abstract. Keyphrase generation is a task of automatically creating keyphrases
that reflect core information expressed in a given document. Keyphrase generation
is actually a one-to-many problem, as it is possible predict phrases from different
aspects of the document. In this paper, we explore the diversity of keyphrase gener-
ation and propose a novel model to improve the diversity of generated keyphrases
by using the hierarchical structure of text content. Specifically, we relate hierarchi-
cal content with subtopics, which are modeled by a subgraph with the technique
of graph clustering. In the generation stage, a multi-decoder is adopted to allow
generating keyphrases in parallel, where each decoder corresponds to a subtopic.
In addition, to take into account various means of expression, we introduce condi-
tional variational autoencoder to enhance wording diversity. Experimental results
on a public dataset confirms that our proposedmethod outperforms state-of-the-art
methods on quantitative metrics and improves the keyphrase novelty.
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1 Introduction

Keyphrase is phrase or single word which reflect the core content and the main informa-
tion of a document. Keyphrase generation (KG) belongs to natural language processing,
which aims to effectively compress and refine the information of given text by using the
neural network method to predict a set of phrases. Keyphrases can not only facilitate
users to quickly obtain the central idea of the text and improve the speed of screening
information, but also help users search and find the required documents.

There are two categories of keyphrase prediction methods: extractive and generative.
Extractive methods usually intercept some word fragments directly from the source text
based on simple statistical features or manually formulated rules. It focuses on how to
extract the words or phrases containing key information as keyphrases, which means
that the keyphrases obtained by extractive method already exist in the source text, called
present keyphrases. Generative methods adopt the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) [7]
model to generate word sequences after analyzing text. Compared with the extractive
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method, it can predict not only the present keyphrases, but also predict the keyphrases
which do not exist in the source text. These words are collectively referred to as absent
keyphrases.

The essence between document and keyphrase is a relationship of one-to-many. The
core idea of a document usually needs to be summarized by several phrases. Therefore,
generating more plentiful and different keyphrases is also very important. However, the
standard encoder-decoder model which uses one-to-one to generate the target sequence.
Therefore, when multiple different sequences are tried to be generated, the performance
will be limited which cause the lack of diversity of the generated keyphrase.

Recently, most methods for diverse keyphrase generation through alternative search
algorithms, such as beam search. In addition, there is another method to improve the
diversity of generated keyphrases by introducing other mechanisms at decoding stage.
For example, Chen et al. [5] proposed a framework of hierarchical decoding, which uses
the exclusion mechanism to increase the difference between the first word of phrases
to reduce the repetition rate of generated keyphrases. Ye et al. [13] proposed a method
of one2set to enhance the diversity of generated keyphrases through K-step allocation
mechanism of bipartite matching.

Although these methods have made some progress in improving the diversity of
keyphrases, they are limited to diversification in the decoding steps. The contextual
features of the decoding are used to promote diversity, while the content diversity caused
by the hierarchy in the original text is rarely considered. For instance, when writing an
article, people often discuss from different aspects around a certain central idea, such
as causes, different clues, conclusions, etc., and finally check whether the substantive
content deviates from the center. The behavior of people thinking about keyphrases can
be regarded as the inverse process of the above behavior:When people get an article, they
always read it roughly first. Then organize more relevant clues, such as words or phrases
used to describe the same problem or thing. Finally summarize the selected parts and
confirm the keyphrases. It can be inferred that the hierarchical organization of documents
will also have an important impact on the generation of diversified keyphrases. On the
other hand, the change of language expression also has an impact on the diversity of
keyphrases. The same content will produce different keyphrases because of different
wording. In summary, we believe that the keyphrases diversity needs to comprehensively
consider two aspects: the diversity of document content and wording expression.

Based on the above observations, we propose a novel model which integrates text
hierarchy to decompose the keyphrase generation task into encoding, subtopic selection
and decoding. After encoding the text semantics, the model clusters the document into
several parts with different contents based on the hierarchical information of the docu-
ment.Before decoding, at first, the decoder selects a subtopic and thengenerates the target
sequence. So as to improve the diversity of keyphrases from document content selection.
According to the local characteristics of the graph structure, we regard a subtopic of the
text as a specific local area in the syntactic graph, and transforms the segmentation of the
document content into a subgraph segmentation task. Specifically, the syntactic graph is
divided by using clustering method, and the whole syntactic graph is transformed into
multiple subgraphs. Each subgraph corresponds to a specific subtopic. In the decoding
process, multiple decoders in the decoder group decode different subtopics in parallel
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Fig. 1. An illustration of our proposed model for keyphrase generation.

to generate different keyphrases. In addition, in order to further improve the diversified
expression ability of themodel, the Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [8] is combined with
the framework of standard encoder-decoder in this paper. Through the distributed latent
representation of subtopic, model can capture the flexibility of wording and output vivid
and diversified keyphrases. Experimental results demonstrate that our model can gen-
erate keyphrases that are more preferable in terms of wording diversity, and meanwhile
outperforms baselines on quantitative metrics.

2 Model Architecture

The overview of our proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. The model consists of four
modules: text representation encoder, subtopic generation module, sample latent vari-
able network and a multi-decoder. The text encoder includes context encoder, syntax
encoder and keyphrase encoder. The encoder performs encoding of the context and
structural features of the input text and encoding of the keyphrases (training stage).
Subtopic generation module completes the syntactic graph clustering and provides dif-
ferent subtopics for the decoder group. The variational network produces the latent
variable. The multi-decoder composed of a group of decoders with the attention mech-
anism. The decoders in the decoder group generate keyphrases in parallel conditioned
on a specific subtopic.

2.1 Encoder

Given a document X which contains m words, X = (w1,w2, . . . ,wm), we first map
each word into low-dimensional real-valued vector. Then, the word embeddings are
fed through a Bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (BiGRU) to obtain the contextual
representation of each word.

In this work, we construct the document-level graph based on syntactic dependency
tree using StanfordDependency Parser [12], and employ amulti-layer graph convolution
network (GCN) [9] to obtain the dependency features. For graph convolutional networks
at L layer, nodes obtain information of L-order neighbor nodes, thus there is structural
information in the feature vector representation of nodes. Intuitively, eachword in the text
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contributes to the content of the text, but each word plays a different role and contributes
to a different degree. For example, words with emotional color contribute more than
article. The readout function is:

hg = Mean
(
HG

)
+ Max

(
HG

)
(1)

where Hg is the output of L-layer GCNs.

2.2 Subtopic Selection

In order to improve the diversity of keyphrase from the level of text content, we use
the topic generation network to provide several subtopics covering different aspects for
a given document, and decomposition the diversity implementation from the decoding
stage. The text graph is firstly clustered according to similarity. By this step, the whole
text graph is divided into subgraphs focusing on different topics, which can better capture
the relevant information of specific subtopics. Specifically, for each word in document,
we calculate the probability that it belongs to each subgraph:

qass = softmax
(
WahGi + ba

)
(2)

where hGi denotes node’s representation fromGCN,Wa and ba are trainable parameters.
Then, the hidden state of the i-th subgraph is obtained through weighted sum of

nodes:

hgi = QassT
i HG (3)

Finally, calculating the cosine similarity score between document representation and
subtopic’s hidden, and reordering the subtopics.

αi = score
(
hgi , c

)
(4)

At training time, we apply a MLP to match subtopics with targets.

2.3 Prior and Posterior

Most of the existing models use deterministic network, and minimize the cross entropy
with ground truth at the word level in the training stage. However, cross-entropy-based
training objectives require that the generated phrase and reference phrase must match
strictly at the word level, which limits the diversity of keyphrases. Different from deter-
ministic models, VAEs are based on probability distribution, and sample latent variable
as the condition to reconstruct the data similar to the input but not exactly the same. This
increases the flexibility and variability of the generated data.We introduce latent variable
to model the changing semantic information of expression, and improve the flexibility
of model expression through sampling, thus improving the diversity of keyphrases.

Consistent with previous work, we assume that the latent variable follows an
isotropic Gaussian distribution. In order to compute the prior on the subtopic z,
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p(z|c, g) ∼ N (
μ′, σ ′2I

)
, we concatenate the document representation c, subtopic state g

and keyphrase hidden state y, and perform affine transformations. Similarly, to compute
the approximate posterior qφ(z|c, g, y) ∼ N (

μ, σ 2I
)
, we linearly project c and g.

[
μ

log
(
σ 2

)
]

= MLPq
([
c; g; y]) (5)

[
μ′

log
(
σ

′2
)

]
= MLPp

([
c; g]) (6)

2.4 Multi-decoder

Unlike previous work where a single decoder is used to generate a target sequence,
we propose a novel multi-decoder model to generate keyphrases. We use k separate
decoders to generate different keyphrases, and k is the number of subtopics. Ideally,
multiple decoders should not focus on the same subtopic to generate keyphrases. For
each decoder, we adopt one-layer GRU with copying mechanism. To ensure that the
decoder starts with the context of the subtopic, we use document representation and the
latent variable z of subtopic to compute the initial hidden state of the decoder:

s0 = Ws[z; c] + bs (7)

whereWs and bs being learning parameters, z is either obtained by the posterior network
at training time or sampled from the prior network during testing. Meanwhile, the re-
parametrization trick [8] is used to sample z.

At each decoding step t, we calculate two distributions: vocabulary distribution and
word attention score.Combining a soft selectmatching score to obtain thefinal predicting
word distribution.

2.5 Training

We adopt the evidence lower bound (ELBO) objective to train the model, and the
formulation of ELBO as:

Lloss = Ez∼qφ(z|y,g,c)
[
logpθ (y|z, g, c)

] − DKL[qφ(z|y, g, c)||pθ (z|g, c)] (8)

where the first item is reconstruction loss, second is Kullback-Leibler divergence loss.
We employ KL cost annealing [2] to tackle the latent variable vanishing problem.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset and Baselines

We conduct experiments on a public dataset collected from scientific domain: KP20k
[10]. Each ofwhich comprised of a title, an abstract as source text, and a set of keyphrases.
For our experiments, KP20k dataset is randomly split into training, validation and testing
with 530k, 20k and 20k source-keyphrases pairs respectively. We compare our model
with recent generation models including catSeqD [14], catSeqCorr [4], catSeqTG [6],
catSeqTG-2RF1 [3] and DivKGen [1]. We utilize both quantitative and diversity metrics
to evaluate the performance of our model.
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3.2 Preprocessing and Implementation Details

The preprocessing includes: tokenize the sentences in source text with the NLTK tok-
enizer; accomplish dependency parsing using Stanford CoreNLP Tools; keep the most
50k frequent words as the vocabulary. We train the model with the following hyper-
parameters. We set the size of word embedding to 300 and is shared between encoder
and decoder, and initialize it by GloVe pretrained word embedding. The hidden state size
of GRU-based encoder, GCN-based encoder and decoder are 150, 100, 300 respectively.
The number of layers for GRU are set to 2 and 1 respectively in encoder and decoder,
and the layers for GCN is 3. The prior network and the posterior network both have one
hidden layer with SeLU activation function. We set the size of the latent variable z and
the number of the subtopic to 50 and 10. To update the model parameters, we adopt the
Adam optimizer with initial learning rate of 0.001. The batch size is 64 during training.
Our model is implemented with PyTorch 1.10.0. During inference time, we use greedy
search and sample latent variable 2 times.

4 Results

4.1 Quantitative Analysis

We employ macro-average F1, precision and recall as quantity evaluation metrics. We
report F1@M,P@MandR@Mscores for two datasets, whereM is the numbers ofmodel
generated keyphrases. We apply Porter Stemmer to predicted keyphrases and ground-
truth before consideringwhether the predictions are correct. Table 1 shows that ourmodel
significantly outperforms all baselines by larger margin in R@M and F1@M on KP20k
dataset, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our model for predicting. Meanwhile,
compared with baselines, our model achieves slightly lower scores on P@M.We suspect
that when the model attempts to generate more different keyphrases, it may predict new
keyphrases that are not match in the ground truth.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis

In order to measure the diversity of the generated keyphrases, we introduce other met-
rics. Duplicate KPs, which measures the average duplication ratio of the predicted
keyphrases. Self-BLEU [15] score, which calculate the word-overlap score between
two generated keyphrases. Distinct score, which computes the Levenshtein Distance
between two generated keyphrases. EmbSim score, which measures the cosine distance
of the keyphrases embedding vectors.We use Sent2Vec [11] pretrainedmodel tomap the
generated keyphrase to embedding. The experimental results on KP20k are displayed
in right side of Table 1. The table shows that the diversity on Dup KPs, Self-BLEU and
EmbSim of generated keyphrases with our method scores comparable to the DivKGen.
The results reveal that our model outperforms baseline methods on Distinct metric. On
the other hand, we can find that our model can predict more keyphrases and increase
in the quality of predictions compared to DivKGen. These experiments show that our
model can generate more diversity keyphrases, and meanwhile outperforms baselines
on quantity metrics.
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Table 1. Performance comparison of different models on KP20k datasets.

Models Quantity evaluation Quality evaluation

P@M R@M F1@M #KPs Dup
KPs

Self-BLEU Distinct EmbSim

Ground Truth - - - 5.3 0.1 3.8 32.7 0.159

CatSeq 29.1 26.0 27.4 7.3 26.6 26.6 45.6 0.328

CatSeqD 29.4 25.7 27.4 6.7 25.7 27.0 45.3 0.325

CatSeqCorr 28.3 26.4 27.3 7.0 23.2 24.5 44.0 0.309

CatSeqTG 29.5 26.2 27.8 6.8 24.7 26.2 45.2 0.323

CatSeqTG-2RF1 27.4 28.6 28.0 7.5 30.9 30.7 46.7 0.341

DivKGen 27.3 24.0 25.6 4.6 4.9 8.8 35.2 0.185

Ours 24.5 35.6 29.3 7.6 6.8 10.7 34.6 0.195

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the diversify of keyphrases from the perspectives of content
selection of source text and means of expression. We propose a novel model that breaks
the keyphrase generation task into three steps, namely encoding, selection and decoding.
In the selection step, the model produces different subtopics about source text to guide
decoder to generate a variety of keyphrases. We introduce a conditional variational
generation network to improve the diversity of model expression by sampling latent
variables from probability distribution. Experimental results of both quantitative and
diversity evaluations on public datasets confirms the effectiveness of our approach.
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